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Innovate – Educate - Serve

Welcome to Field Day, Amateur Radio’s largest annual emergency preparedness exercise. Amateur Radio was
established by Congress over 100 years ago to provide emergency communications in the wake of the Titanic
Disaster when a more organized radio service might have saved many more lives. Field Day is the largest single
emergency preparedness exercise in the United States, with over 30,000 Amateur Radio operators participating
each year. And we are even more relevant today then we were a century ago, especially with the infrastructure
and overloading vulnerability of modern cell phones, internet and land lines. In addition to our primary emergency
communications mission, by federal regulation, we are also charged to advance the radio art, expand the number
of Amateur Radio operators, technicians, and electronics experts, and enhance international goodwill. We have
summarized our critical federal communications mission as “INNOVATE – EDUCATE - SERVE.”

INNOVATE: Amateur Radio ranks are filled with astronauts, scientists, and engineers who
innovate, advancing the radio art with their scholarly articles and impressive inventions. In
fact, Amateur Radio is very involved in space, through its AMSAT and ARISS projects. AMSAT
(Amateur Radio Satellite Corporation) promotes Amateur Radio participation in space research
and communication. AMSAT also launches its own space satellites. ARISS (Amateur Radio on
the International Space Station), working with AMSAT and NASA, educates the public about
space through Amateur Radio. One of its main activities is organizing contacts via Amateur
Radio with crew members aboard the International Space Station. Back in their home shacks,
hams are famous for their “home brew” innovations looking for newer, better and cheaper ways
to communicate quickly and effectively. Ask to see our “sky hooks” that have saved us many
hours in setup time, designed and built by Glenn KC3CNT. Or admire our patch panel, which
centralizes and greatly simplifies the way antennas are connected to radios during operations
and is the brain child of David N3ADE. If you live in a housing complex with limited land space, or restrictive
HOA rules, ask us how you can live within the rules but still thrive on the air if you just use a little ingenuity.

EDUCATE: We educate new hams as part of our federal mandate to “expand the number of
Amateur Radio operators, technicians, and electronics experts.” Our seamless life-cycle education
system, developed and coordinated by David W2LNX, consists of: organizing and leading classes
to prepare for the Federal Communications Commission Amateur Radio license; conducting the
FCC exam sessions; and lending club equipment to new hams as they begin or expand their radio
skills. David also organizes workshops at the Rockville Makerspace, where attendees can learn
to solder, assemble circuit boards, and other radio-related skills. In addition to formal instruction,
we also learn informally from each other as we share our knowledge, skills, and new ideas. Our Elmers (ham
word for mentors), give freely of their time and energy to advise and assist fellow hams. We live by the creed that
no ham is ever alone. There is a whole community of hams ready to help.

SERVE: Our most important mission is to provide emergency communications when needed. But we also serve
in other important ways, such as supporting public service events. Ron KB3SYA, public service coordinator for
DECT, and Paul N3RQV, MARC public service coordinator, work to provide a vital public safety and information
communications network at local events, such as marathons and parades. Dispersed throughout the parade,
walk or run route, their group of Amateur Radio volunteers are the “eyes on” the participants,
watching to ensure the event runs smoothly. Because they are dispersed throughout the route,
they are often the first on the scene to alert police or medical units for help, as when a runner
is down, or a child is lost. Ron and Paul and their radio teams work closely with local community
leaders to insure a fun—and safe—time for all. And, while Ron and Paul and their teams support
the local community, they are the face of Amateur Radio, enhancing goodwill locally, just as
our long-distance operators do by sharing friendly transmissions internationally.

So, welcome to Field Day! Have a great time learning more about Amateur Radio—the fun hobby as well
as the serious mission.

To learn more about Damascus Emergency Communications Team, contact Ron KB3SYA at kb3qan@qsl.net.
To learn more about Montgomery Amateur Radio Club, contact Aleks W3JAG at aleksjag@aol.com.


